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C/N 581635 -licensee's 2/25/14 response to deficiencies described in conversation record dated 1/21/14.
SUMMARY_

Please clarify the following:
Our sealed source and device registry (SS&DR) does not identify a manufacturer called "The Source Inc." In addition, we
requested that you provide source model numbers, and you provided "Source #'s." The "Source #'s" that you provided.te
do not appear to be a like a typical model number. They appear to be more like serial numbers. Also, you had requested
authorization for a total of 12 sealed sources, yet in your response you only provided information on 5 sealed sources.
Please do some more research on the manufacturer and model numbers for all sources that you want listed on your
license.
Mr. DeMoss also stated that some of the sources that he had requested authorization to have on their license they actually
do not have, e.g., lead-210. I informed Mr. DeMoss that unless he can provide a manufacturer's name and model number
of a source, we cannot add it to his license if he does not already possess it. He can request an amendment at a later
date if he wishes.
Mr. DeMoss stated that he will conduct more research to obtain the model numbers. He did state that he thought "The
Source Inc." was a company that was bought out by Isotope Products. I did look at listings of model numbers under
Isotope Products in the SS&DR and could not find any model numbers that came close to the numbers that Mr. DeMoss
provided in his 2/25/14 letter.
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